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A preordering " % ~" for comparing the computational complexity is introduced on the 
class of iterative program schemata. The definition is motivated by showing that 
several program optimization techniques yield better programs in this sense and by 
proving the assertion that a schema is better in this sense than another one iff it com- 
putes faster for every interpretation and for every assignment of computation times 
to the single operations. It is shown that a slowdown for all interpretations may be 
polynomial and is at most polynomial. However, there are program schemata r- 
bitrarily ine~cient on a sparse subset of interpretations. Finally, a certain speedup 
theorem is proved. The results also hold for a less restrictive but less useful preordering 
"-%- ,," that depends only on the lengths of computations. 
INTRODUCTION 
Program schemata re studied in order to formulate and prove general properties 
of programming languages and programs. Work has been done on decidability 
questions (e.g., by Luckham, Park, and Paterson [1]), on the translatability between 
several classes of program schemata (see [2] or [3]), and other topics. The hope of 
finding a generalized theory of program optimization seems to have motivated several 
authors to study program schemata. But no complexity theory of program schemata 
has previously been developed, and very few papers deal with this or related topics. 
Aho and Ullman study the optimization of straight-line programs [4, 5]. Bracha [6] 
generalizes this for loop-free program schemata. In these papers speed and size of 
program schemata re treated simultaneously in order to minimize a "reasonable" 
cost-function; however, the "computational complexity" is not introduced explicitly. 
Symes [7] and Ly'nch [8] present a generalized theory, axiomatic in tile sense of Blum, 
of the computational complexity for the computation with oracle machines. If  the 
oracle is a function f, then the complexity of computation depends on (A,f, x), where 
.4 is a machine, and x is the input. The possibility that there may be several realizations 
for f with very different intrinsic computational complexities, tf, is not considered. 
Constable [9] in his axiomatic approach adds tf as a variable. This leads to a more 
useful model for the computational complexity of an crcale machine. Chandra [10] 
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discovered a speedup theorem for iterative program schemata, wherein the complexity 
of a computation is the length of the computation sequence. The approach is similar 
to that of Symes and Lynch, inasmuch as the intrinsic computational complexity of 
every step is set to a constant. 
Inspecting these papers, one may conclude that a great hindrance to the development 
of a theory of computational complexity for program schemata is the difficulty of 
finding reasonable basic definitions. In this contribution we propose a definition of 
how to compare the complexity of program schema computations that has a suggestive 
justification by intuitive arguments. The basic idea of the definition is as follows. 
A program schema carl be viewed roughly as a computer program specifying a control 
structure containing names of functions, predicates, and registers. A computer 
(which can understand the programming language "program schemata") assigns 
meanings to all these names and thus defines an interpretation. Therefore, every pair 
(program schema, computer) defines a function. But the computer fixes even more: 
For every input and every program it defines a computation time. Of course, this time 
depends on the program schema, on the computer, and on the input. In the pure 
theory of program schemata we ask for properties depending only on the program 
schema and not on interpretations and inputs. (Usually, the dependence on the latter 
variables is eliminated by quantifying over them.) Therefore, we should ask for 
properties of computation times that depend only on the program schemata nd not 
on the computer or the input, and it seems to be very reasonable to define informally: 
"A program schema is faster than another one, iff it yields a faster computation for 
every computer with every input." After a number of formal definitions we shall show 
in Section 1 in more detail that this is the main idea underlying our exact definition 
of "faster." Let us mention here that it is not satisfactory to compare the lengths of 
computations for all interpretations. In Section 2, thoerems on decidability, speedup, 
and slowdown are proved. 
I. BASIC DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES 
The definitions for iterative program schemata, also called flow charts, given by 
previous authors differ in some more or less important details. Although many of our 
theorems will be proved informally, we shall define iterative program schemata 
formally in order to avoid confusion and to be able to give a clear basic definition 
of the new kind of computational complexity. 
Let us define a finite alphabet Z such that all the subsequently defined sets of words 
are contained in Z*. 
: {0, 1, v,f, t, = ,  if, then, else, START,  t lALT,  (,), [,],,}. 
For every i e N define i' : : -  01i0 e Z*. We define several subsets of Z*. 
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DEFINITION 1. 
V :~ {vn' i n E M} (set of individual variables or registers), 
F :.- {fm'n' [ m, n 6 M} (set of function variables), 
T := {tm'n' ] m, n E ~)  (set of test variables). 
We use the abbreviations v,~ :-~ v01"0 (=the  nth register), f~,~"):~f01~001'n0 
(=the  ruth n-ary function variable), and t~ '~ :=  t01n001'~0 (=th  rathe n-ary test 
variable). 
We shall often use x, y, z .... ~ V; f, g, h .... E F; s, t .... ~ T. 
DEFINITION 2. 
~:(J)lv Vk), then m') I i , j , k, m, k 1 kj E ~} B~ :=, {(v~ ~ j  ~ ~,,  . . . . . . . . .  
(set of assignment statements), 
B r  : = {(if ~(J)/v "i ~ ~:1 ..... vkj), then m,  else n') i i , j ,  m, n, k 1 ,..., kj ~ N} 
(set of test statements), 
Bs :=  {(START(re: x..... vk~)) I j, kt .... , kj ~ I~1 and (Vm, n c N) 
(1 ~ m < n ~< j => k,n @ k,)} (set of start statements), 
Bn ::= {(HALT(vk~ ..... v,j)) l j, kl ,..., kj ~ M} (set of halt statements). 
We now define the set of iterative program schemata. For simplicity, we do not 
define a complete svntax. It could be added, if necessary., in a standard way. 
DI~FINITION 3. The set of (iterative) program schemata, PS,  is the set of all 
S (L, k 0 , s, 7r) satisfying the following conditions: 
(a) LC~,  L < ~ (set of states), 
(b) k o cL  (initial state), 
(c) se  B~,  
(d) rr:L -,- B~ W B.r W BH, 
(e) (Vm, n cL)[(~r(m) = (HALT(vk~ ..... vk,)) , 7r(n) = (HALT(vq  ..... v,~))) 
~ j  --  p], 
(f) ~r(i) =-(  .... thenn ' )eBF~neL ,  andrr(i) =(  .... thenm' ,e l sen ' )eBr~m,  
neL  for all/, m, ne  ~.  
Every S e PS  can be presented by a flow diagram in a natural way, which is more 
suggestive than the abstract definition. The reader certainly is familiar with this. 
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Interpretations are defined as follows. Note that values are also assigned to the 
individual variables. 
DEFINITION 4. An interpretation is a mapping I such that there is a set D 4= ,(4 
with (i)-(iv): 
(i) dora(l) =: V ~oFu  T, 
(ii) I (v) e D for all v c V, 
(iii) I(fli)): D j --+ O for all i, j e  ~,  
(iv) I(tl~)): D ~ + { t-, --} for all i, j e  IN. 
D is called the domain of 1 (different from dom(I)!). I,et * with 9 6 D va l%1 be the 
"undefined element." Let i be the class of all interpretations. 
A representative subclass of 1 is the class f of the free (or G6del-Herbrand) 
interpretations. 
DEFINITION 5. Let D s be the samllest set K C Z '* such that (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) [v] ~ K for all v ~ V, 
(ii) [dl] ..... [di] c K ~ [flJ)(d~ ..... d~)] e K for all i , j  ~ M and d I ..... d je  X*. 
An interpretation I is free, iff I has the domain D I and (iii) and (iv) holds. 
(iii) I(v) = Iv] for a l l vcV ,  
(iv) I(f~:~)([d~] ..... [dj]) := [f~J)(d~ ,..., d~)] for all i, j E 1N and [d~] ..... Ida] e D I . 
Let f be the set of all free interpretations. 
It is useful to introduce a homomorphism HI: D I --~ D/for  every I e l. 
DEFINITION 6. Suppose I e / .  Define Hi: D r --+ D I inductively as follows. 
tt,([~,]) :-= I(v), 
tl,([f~,'}(dl ,..., 4)1) :-= I(J~ j)) H1([4] ..... [d,]), 
for all v c V, i , j  r N, and [dl] .... , [dj] ~ D r . In addition, define 111(, ) :-: , ,  
By Definition 5 the function 111 is uniquely defined. Observe that HI is a homo- 
morphism from (D I , J ( f ) )  to (DI ,  I ( f ) )  for every fEF  (J e ./). 
For ever3, program schema S ~ PS  and every interpretation I e [ there is a unique 
computation. This computation defines three sequences. The sequence A(S,I) 
describes the path through the flow diagram defined by S, the sequence co(S,l) 
describes the register contents and the sequence p(S, I)  describes the "complexities" 
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for the subsequent steps of computation. All these sequences are assumed to be infinite, 
and A(S, I )  will have the undefined value, , ,  if the computat ion has stopped. We make 
the computat ion trivially cycling if an undefined value is used as an argument of a 
function or a test. 
DEFINITION 7. Suppose S : (L, k o , s, ~r) ~ PS  and 1 ~ L Let D be the domain 
of I. Three sequences, 
A(S, I ) :  N -+ N W {*} ("execution sequence"),  
co(S, I ) :  N --~ (D t3 {,})u, 
p(S, I ) :  N -~ {,~} k) U {t~#,f~ j)} X i f ,  
i , j~N 
are defined inductively as follows. For  brevity we write hi instead of A(S, l)(i), etc. 
Suppose s ----- (START(vk~,  .... v~)). Then  we define 
ho := k0, 
~I(vn) if n ~ {kt ..... k~}, 
w~ :=  I *  otherwise, 
190 :=-  :~. 
Suppose hi,  coi, and Pl have already been defined. 
_ CHI t ,  U Case I. ~(Ai) = (vk -  j ,  t k~ ..... vk~), then p'), define: If wi(q)= * for some 
q ~ {k t ,..., k~}, then hi+ t :=  h i ,r 1 :=  wi,  Pi~-i :=  Pi ,  otherwise: 
h i+ l  : = p~ 
co . , (k )  :=  I ( f .  ) (co,(kl)  ..... ~(k , ) ) ,  
coi-1(m) :=  wi(m) for all meN,  m ~/ k, 
Case 2. ~r(h~) 9 I~ then else m'), define: I f  wi(q) for some = (ff t,, (v~ 1 , . . . .  vk,) ,  k ' ,  = , 
q ~ {k I ..... ki}, then hi~l : = hi , r : - -  wi , Pi+l :=  Pi , otherwise: 
ikm if I(t~))(to~(kx) ..... co,(kj)) --= +,  
hi*l :=  otherwise, 
r : =COi  , 
p i l l  :=  (t~), (co~(kO ..... toi(k~))). 
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Case 3. ~r(Ai) = (HALT(vk ,  ..... vs )  ) or Ai = *, define: I f  Ai :/= * and wi(q) = * 
for some q ~ {k 1 ,..., hi} then Ai+ 1 :~- A i , ~i+1 : ~ wi,  Pi+l :--- Pi,  otherwise: 
Ai+ 1 : ~ * ,  
toO/+ 1 : = r i 
Pi+l : = @" 
The definition is lengthy but straightforward. The  following example may i l lustrate 
the simple ideas. 
EXAMPLE . Let  S = (L, k o , s, ~) ~ PS  be defined as follows. L :=  {0, 1, 2, 3}, 
k o = 0, s - -  (START(v1 ,  %)), 
rr(O) = (t~l)(vl), then 2', else 1'), 
~( l )  = (vl = .fo'(2)'~v 1 , %), then 0'), 
r ~ then 3'), ~(2)  = (Vo- - Jo  , o .  
~(3) = (HALT(vo)).  
F igure 1 shows the flow diagram presentation of S. 
[START (v,,vo)l 
v, :f(o"(v, , o)1 
I 
IHALT(vo) I
FIGURE 1 
Suppose, I t ]  has the properties DI = N, I (%)= 2, I (vx )= 8, I(t~o2))(y)-- 
I (2) x I(f~ol})(x) x 2 + 1. Then  for i : 0, 1, 2,..., +~y=lO,  ( /o ) ( ,y )=x+y,  = 
the values for 
A(S, I)(i) are 0, I, 0, 2, 3, *, *,..., 
~o(S,I)(i)(0) are 2, 2, 2, 2, 5, 5, 5 ..... 
~o(S,I)(i)(1) are 8, 8, 10, 10, 10, 10,..., 
w(S,I)( i ) (n) are *, *, *,... for all n > 2, 
i f ( i )  2), *, *,... p(S, I ) ( i )  are , ,  (to ~x), 8), (~(2) (8, 2)), (to {i), 10), , Jo , kY0 ' 
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Thus, h(S, I )  is the path through the program schema, co(S, I)(i) gives us the register 
contents after step i, and p(S, I) is the sequence of operations. Here we call an operation 
a pair ( j -ary function or test variable, j-tuple of actual arguments). We do not take 
the interpreted function or test variable, I(q) where q ~F  u T, as the first component, 
but q itself. This expresses the possibility that the computer may assign different 
"devices" to two function (or test) variables having different computational com- 
plexities but computing the same function. We also consider the arguments because 
the computation time of a device assigned to a function or test variable depends on 
the input to it. The sequence p(S, I) contains, intuitively, all the information about the 
computational complexity that can be extracted from S and I only. But p(S, I) does 
not contain information about specific data of the schema, such as states or register 
names. This is in accordance with the program schema concept, where the control is 
seperated from the computation. Chandra [2] introduces equences eq(S, I) ,  which 
are almost identical to our p(S, I). But Chandra is only interested in their equality 
and does not use them for studying the computational complexity. 
Before we come to the final justification of the definition of p, we give additional 
definitions. 
DEFINITION 8. For S E PS and 16 [, define 
I(S,I)I :=  max{i~ N [A(S,I)(i) V= ,}, 
vai (s, 1 ) :=  t* if I(s, 01 = o0, 
~(oJ,(kl),... ,'~o~(ki) ) if i(S,/) j  = n and ~r(h(S,/)(n)) 
= (HALT(vkl ,..., vk~)) 
We call ](S, I)[ the length, val(S, I )  the value, and p(S, I) the complexity of (S, I). 
Define C : = {p(S, I) ] S c PS, I ~ 1}. 
Thus, for diverging computations, I(S,I)] = ov and va l (S , I )=  *. Otherwise, 
[(S, I)l is the number of operations in the computation and val(S, I)  is the vector of 
register contents pecified by the halt statement. By the above discussion it is reasonable 
to call p(S, I) the complexity of (S, I). As usual we define strong equivalence. 
DEHNITION 9. Suppose S 1 , S 2 ~ PS, S 1 and Sz are strongly equivalent, S1 ~ S 2 , 
iff (V/~[)  val(S1, I )  = val(S~, I). 
We have already defined complexities, but they are useless if they cannot be 
compared. Therefore, we introduce two preorderings on the class of complexities. 
DEFINITION 10. Suppose o(S, 11), p(S~ , I~) e C. Then define 
p(S1,11) <~o p(S2,12) : <=~ 1($1,11)1 ~-~ 1($2, I~)1, 
p( S~ , I1) 41 P( S2 , I~) : -~ I( Sz , I2)l ~ ov or there is some injective d: N ~ N with 
p(s~, 11) = p(&, h)a. 
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The definition of ~o is obvious. For the case ~1 we give an example. Suppose 
Pl = (% sz, sl, s2, sa, s2, *,.-.) and p~ = (*, sa, $1, $2, * , ' " ) '  Then P2 ~1 Pl but 
Pz 4;1 P2 9 Thus, Pl ~<1 P2, iff either the second computation diverges or the sequence 
Pl can be embedded into the sequence P2, that means every operation appears at least 
as often in pz as in Pl (where an operation is a pair (function or test variable, actual 
arguments)). 
The relations -~i (i = 0, 1) are reflexive (a ~<i a) and transitive (a ~<i b and 
b ~<~ c ~ a ~ i  c) and are therefore preorderings. They are not partial orderings, 
because they are not identitive (a ~<i b and b ~<i a ~ a = b). If we introduce the 
equivalence relation = i  by (a = i  b ~=~ a ~<i b and b ~<i a), then the equivalence 
classes are partially ordered in a canonical way. In the classical theory of complexity, 
complexities are natural numbers totally ordered by ~<. The most remarkable difference 
here is that there are pairs of single complexities incomparable under ~1 9 This may 
seem to be unsatisfactory, but the following discussion gives a strong motivation for 
the definition of ~<1 9 
Finally, we define two binary relations on PS. 
DEFINITION 1 1. For all $1, $2 ~ PS and i = 0, 1 we define 
S 1 ~ S~: .~(Vi~i)p(S~, I )  ~ip(S2,I), 
$1 =i  $2 " r $1 ~ i  82 and $2 ~ i  $1. 
This definition is the analog to Definition 9. By quantifying over all interpretations 
we obtain properties that depend only on program schemata (see the Introduction). 
Figure 2 gives examples of program optimization methods that depend only on the 
control structure, i.e., the program schema, and not on the interpretations. The four 
methods yield better program schemata with respect o ~<0 and to ~<1 9 At first glance 
counting the number of operations eems to be the most appealing way to define the 
computational complexity of program schemata. Can we conclude that the complicated 
definition of 41 is unnecessary ? Figure 3 shows two schemata S1 and S 2 . Obviously 
we have S 1 --  $2 and also $1 ~<0 $2. But we cannot say that $1 is faster than Sz. 
Even for a fixed computer (see the Introduction) it may depend on the input x whether 
program S1 is faster or program $2. In other words, given two programs, one with 
structure S1, the other with structure S2 , it is not S 1 and Sz exclusively that determine 
which program is faster. So in the theory of program schemata, $1 and $2 should be 
incomparable. This is exactly expressed by the fact $1 ~1 $2 and $2 ~z $1. There 
are more complicated cases. Chandra [10] proves an interesting speedup theorem for 
the relation ~<0 9 But for his schemata the relation ~<1 does not hold, and there is no 
obvious way to improve his proof in this direction (see also Theorem 7). Thus, the 
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l y - fx  I 
I 
J Y = h(x.z)l 
f 
]y=h(x,z)] 
-,,,,, j 
[HALT(z)] [HA'TCzll 
_ +C 
d) 
t 
J 
FIGURE 2 
relation ~0 is not satisfactory for comparing the computational complexity of program 
schemata. Let us make the motivation for the choice of the relation ~1 even more 
precise. As we have already indicated we need more information for calculating the 
computation time of a pair (S, I). What we need is at least the time for every single 
operation. These times are of course defined for every computer. We need, for example, 
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s;- I STARTIx) I S2: ISTARTixl] 
+ 
IHALT(x)] 
FIGURE 3 
IHALT(x)] 
a function T: Op --)- ~ -- {0}, where Op is the class of all operations under consid- 
eration. Let us define 
Time(S, I, T ) :=  ~ T(p(S,I)(i)), 
ieN 
where T(*) -- 0. We are only neglecting the time that is used by the control of the 
computer for preparing the next operation. This is the usual way to define the time 
complexity of abstract machines. Therefore, this model is not too unrealistic. 
Intuitively, S 1 is "faster" than $2, iff Time(S1,/,  T) ~< Time(S2,/,  T) for all I 
and al! T. (This is the precise formulation of "faster on every computer.") Again the 
optimization methods in Fig. 2 yield faster progarms and the schemata in Fig. 3 are 
incomparable with respect o "faster." And, indeed, we can prove the following 
proposition. 
PROPOSITION. For all St, $2 e PS, 
St <~1 $2 <* S1 'faster" than $2. 
Proof. Suppose S t ~<1 $2, let I~[, and let T: Op--* N--{0}. We have 
p(Si, I) ~1 p(S~, I). If {($2, I)[ = oo, then Time(St, I, T) ~ Time(Sz,/ ,  T) = oo. 
Otherwise, p(St , I )= p(Sz,I)d for some injective d, and T(p(S2,I)(i))= 0 for 
almost all i. This implies Time(S 1 , I ,  T)~< Time(S 2 , I ,  T). Suppose S 1 ~ S~. 
There is an I t [  with p(St, I) 4;1 p(S2, I). Therefore, (3n)1($2, I)l = n < oo, and 
there is an operation s appearing p-times in p(Sa, I) and q-times in p(S2, I), where 
p >~ q -~: 1. Define T(s) = n + 1 and T(s') = 1 otherwise. From this Time(St, I, T) >/ 
p(n + 1) ~ q(n + 1) + n + 1 > Time(S 2, I ,  T). Q.E.D. 
The proposition shows that the idea of the definition of ~<t is closely related to 
Constable's [9] approach for the complexity of operators. In contrast to earlier papers 
he adds the computation time tf as an independent variable to the other variables 
"program," input," and '~f." The function tf corresponds to our function T. Taking 
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the relation ~o roughly corresponds to the assumption tf(x) ~ const for all f and x. 
In our case it means that most of the considerations make sense only for a rather 
restricted class of computers, namely, those for which the function T is constant. 
Thus, the relation ~1 gives us an adequate basis for studying the computational 
complexity of program schemata. 
Lemma 1 gives a simple but important relation between ~0 and ~1 9 
LEMMA 1. For S t ,  S 2 ~ PS  and I x , I a E i we have 
p(s,, h) <~, p(s2, I2) ~ p(Sl,  i,) ~<o p(s2, x~), 
Sl <~ S2 =- Sa <~oS2. 
Proof. Obvious, since d in Definition 10 is injective. Q.E.D. 
As in the case of strong equivalence, we can forget the somewhat fantastic lass of 
all interpretations and restrict our attention to free interpretations. All the properties 
of program schemata we are studying are already determined by their behavior on the 
free interpretations. The following lemma is fundamental. 
LFMMA 2. For all I ~ [ there is J ~ J such that (i) and (ii) hoM for all S ~ PS. 
J is uniquely determined by (i). 
(i) ,~(s. I) =: ~(s, j), 
(ii) o~(S, I) = IttoJ(S, J). 
Proof. Define J ~ jr by 
J(t~))(d 1,.., d~) :=  I(t~))(Itt(d,) .... H,(6)  ) 
for all i, j c N, d 1 ..... d ieD r. Thus, H/ is a homomorphism from (D1, ](t)) to 
(Dr, I(t)) for all t E T. Properties (i) and (ii) can be proved by a tedious induction with 
Definition 7. The uniqueness can be shown by a counterexample. We omit details 
here. Q.E.D. 
So, J describes almost the same computation as I on each S with the difference that 
the values of (S, I) are obtained from those of (S, J) by the mapping H 1 . The next 
theorem is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 1. For all S L , S,, ~ PS, (i) amt (ii) hoM: 
(i) $1 .... S., r val(St, I)  = val(S2, I) for all I ~ ], 
(ii) S~ <1 $2 <> p(St,  I) ~ i  p(S2, I ) for  all I ~ ] (i = O, 1). 
Proof. ~ : Immediate for (i) and (ii) by the definitions. <=: Let I ~ [, and let J E J 
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be the corresponding free interpretation by Lemma 2. By (1) of Lemma 2 we have 
](Si, I) ~ --~ i(Si, J)i; therefore, val(S~, I)  ~- HI val(Si, J) for i := 1, 2. From this we 
conclude val(S1, I) = tt~ val(Sx, J) ~ H I val(S2, J) := val(S2, I); therefore, Sa =~ S 2 . 
We also conclude I(5'1, I)l = ]($1, J)i 4 i(s2, J)l ~ !($2,/)l ;therefore, S~ 40 $2. For 
every k ~ ~ we have p(Si, J)(k) --- . => p(Si, I)(k) ~=.,  and p(Si,  J)(k) ~ (t, d) :~ 
p(Si,  I)(k) -- (t, tit(d)), where t eF  u T, d ~ DI ~'. Similarly, we conclude p(Sl,  I) 41 
p(S2, I) from p(S1, J) 4~ p(S2, J); therefore, S~ 4~ $2- Q.E.D. 
Therefore, for the study of the relations ~,  40 ,  and ~,  only free interpretations 
need be considered. The class ] has the power of the continuum. A simple argument 
shows that J in Theorem 1 can be substituted by a denumerable subset of jr. It can be 
shown that tile free interpretations with Z'~-Turing-computable tests are sufficient. 
Finally, we must make a remark on schemata with identity assignments v k = vi: 
For simplicity we shall use schemata with statements of this kind. It can be shown 
that identity assignments can be removed by increasing the number of statements of 
the schema but without affecting the number and order of all the other operations for 
every interpretation (the proof given in [3] can be improved). Thus, for determining 
the sequences A(S,I) and p(S, I )  for such a schema, let us simply skip identity 
assignments. The same remark holds for an additional finite memory. 
2. SPEEDUP AND SLOWDOWN OF PROGRAM SCHEMATA 
In this section we prove some properties of the relations 40 and 41 on strong 
equivalence classes of program schemata. If we substitute "program" by "program 
schema" and "input" by "interpretation," many theorems from the classical theory 
of computational complexity induce conjectures for program schemata. We shall find 
some similarities and some surprising differences. 
First we show that the relation (PS, 4 i )  is undecidable for i -- 0, 1. 
TItEOREM 2. The set Ai := {($1, $2)~ P+n ] S, ~ i  S.,} is recursively enumerable 
and not recursive for i --~ O, 1. 
Here an important remark is necessary. Since we have not defined PS to be a subset 
of Z ~ or N, it is meaningless to call subsets of PS • PS  recursive, etc. What we mean 
is: Take an "admissible" g6delization of PS. Using this g6delization, Ai has such and 
such properties. The term "admissible" has not yet been exactly defined. (In [12] a 
very general definition of "admissible" for enumerations of finite objects, including 
this case, is proposed.) For this proof and the proof of Theorem 8 it is useful to 
introduce quasi-finite free interpretations. For the following definition remember that 
T _C- Z'* and Df r-- Z'*; we denote the length of w by ] w i for every w ~ 2~'*. 
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DEFINITION 12. We call a free interpretation J 9 j quasi-finite of degree n, iff 
J(t~))(d~ ..... d~)  = - -  ~ I t~ ~) I -7 [ dl [ + "" + ' dj [ ~ n 
for all i , j  c N and d I ,..., dj 9 Dr. Let QI(n) be the set of al quasi-finite interpretations 
of degree n, and define QI : = U ,~ QI(n). 
Remark that QI(n) is finite for every n. Furthermore, if for any S there is J 9 ] such 
that ](S, J)i < 0% then there is I ~ QI having exactly the same behavior on S. Again 
we assume QI to be admissibly g6delized. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Take So cPS  such that (Vi~l)[(So, I )  = oo. Then 
B i :=  {S 9 PS[  S o ~ i  S) is the set of the always diverging schemata. Ai recursive 
would imply B i recursive, which is false [1]. Thus, A i is not recursive for i =-: 0, I. 
We show, now, how to enumerate A i .  By Definition 10 and Theorem 1 we have 
A~ = {($1, $2) 9 PS "2 i (3J ~ ])(Sn ~ ~) Ri(S1, S2, J, n)}, where 
R0(St, $2, J, n) ~-~ i(S2, J)l = n and [(S,,  J)l > n, 
RI(S 1 , So, J, n) ~-> ($2, j )[ = n and (;($1, J)[ > n or 
(1($1, J) ~< n and p(S, ,  J) <1 p(s2 , J))). 
Obviously we can substitute .]by QI. For J 9 QI the predicates R 0 and R 1 are decidable. 
By the projection theorem A i is recursively enumerable for i = 0, 1. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 2 can be improved in different ways. It can be shown that 
{S ~= PS I  So ~<1 S} is not reeursively enumerable when S O is not trivial. So far we 
have also compared nonequivalent schemata with respect to 4 t  9 But the undecidability 
results do not depend on this fact. There is a strong equivalence class B C PS and a 
recursive subset B 1 C B such that {(S 1 , Sz) E B 1 x B~ I $1 ~<x Sz} is not recursively 
enumerable. From this it follows that {($1, $2) 9 B x B I Sx ~<1 Sz} is not recursively 
enumerable. (The somewhat lengthy proofs will appear in a technical report.) The 
theorems indicate that there is no complete effective list of optimization techniques 
for program schemata. 
In the following theorems we shall compare schemata with respect o ~<0 and ~1 . 
For quantitative comparisons we compare the lengths of computations in both cases. 
In the second case we obtain the number of "unnecessary" operations, but we do not 
care which operations are unnecessary. At the present stage we are not interested in 
more refined results. 
It is a well-known simple fact that every program can be made arbitrarily slow, more 
precise: Let f, r: I%1 --~ ~ be two computable functions; then for every program Pt 
fo r f  there is a program P2 fo r f  such that for the computation times T~(x) ~ rTl(X ) 
holds for all x. Surprisingly, a corresponding result does not hold for program 
schemata. Theorem 3 gives a much weaker esult. 
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THEOREM 3. For every S ~ PS  and every polynomial p: N -+ N there is S' ~ PS  
with S ~ S', S .~  S', and (VI) [(S', I)l ~ p(I(S, I)r). 
Proof. It is sufficient to consider the two cases p(x) - x + 1 and p(x) = x ~. 
Iteration of these cases yields the theorem for everyp. The casep(x) = x + 1 is trivial. 
Append to S two dummy statements not affecting the previous computation and the 
output. Then (VI)](S',I) i  ~ ](S,I){ + 1 and S ~ S'. Now suppose p(x) = x 2. 
Construct S' from S as follows. Store the input values on special new registers. Insert 
a copy of S before every statement of S such that after each step of the main 
program the whole computation is executed on a copy of S with individual registers 
not disturbing the register contents of the main program. If I(S, I){ = n, the schema S' 
executes at least n +1 steps for every step of S, so [(S',I)I > n 2. Clearly 
p(S, I) 41 p(St, I). If  [(S, I)[ = ~,  then [(S', I)l = ~ and the proof is complete. 
Q.E.D. 
One might suppose that there are more sophisticated tricks for obtaining an 
exponential or even stronger slowdown. Theorem 4 tells us that Theorem 3 cannot be 
generalized for functions increasing more rapidly than a polynomial. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose S, S' ~ PS, S ~ S'. Then there is a polynomial p: N ~ N 
such that (VI)(3J)(l(S, I)l ~ L(S, J)l and {(S', J)l ~ p(](S, J)l))- 
In other words, on a representative subset of interpretations the lengths of compu- 
tations are polynomial related. 
Proof. Suppose {(S, I){ = n < oe. Let S have m registers. Then at most m + n 
values of Dr, the domain of I, can actually have been used in this computation. 
Therefore, there is a finite interpretation J (i.e., f D s { < oo) with [ D s [ = m + n and 
A(S,I)  =A(S , J ) ,  implying I(S,I){ = {(s,J)l. Since S - -S '  we know that 
I(S', J)l < oe. Suppose that S' has i states and k registers. Suppose I(S', J)l > 
(m § n) ~'' i - - :  q; then there arej'~ ,J'2 ~ N,j l  <J2 ~ q, with A(S', J)(Jl) = a(S', J)(J2) 
and ~o(S', J ) ( j , )=  oJ(S', J)(J2). This is because there are only (m + n) k different 
possibilities for putting (m + n) values on k places. The stepj + 1 of a computation is
uniquely determined by )tj and coi; therefore the computation must cycle, which 
contradicts I(S', J)! < o% and the assumption ~(S', J)l > (m + n) k 9 i is wrong. 
Q.E.D. 
Simply, the idea of the proof is that S' cannot compute for too long a time on a finite 
interpretation without diverging. 
The following corollary of Theorem 4 perhaps shows the connection between 
Theorems 3 and 4 more clearly. 
THEOREM 5. Suppose S, S' E PS  with S -- S', f: N ~ N and (VI) I(S', I)[ 
f(l(S,/)1). Then there is a polynomial p such that (V/)f([(S, [)]) ~ p({(S, [)1). 
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Proof. Immediate. 
Therefore, every slowdown that works for all interpretations is at most polynomial. 
Of course, f may have an arbitrary behavior for arguments that are not the length of a 
computation. 
The previous lowdown results seem to be rather useless at first glance, but they have 
a concrete meaning for program schema optimization. Because there do not exist 
extremely poor program schemata, there is no hope of finding extremely efficient opti- 
mization techniques for certain programs. The best we can do is possibly to cut down 
the length of the computations by a polynomial. It should be mentioned that this 
remains true even if we neglect the condition S ~<1 S'. By Theorem 3, for eve~ 
polynomial p there is actually a schema S'  such that there is S, S -~ S', S <~1 S', and 
(VI) ( s ' , I ) l )p ( l (S , I : )~ .  
The reader may have observed the cautious formulation of Theorem 4. It is not 
generally true that for all I, ](S', I)i ~< p([(S, I) ) for some polynomial p. The reason 
is the possibility of arbitrary slowdown on a certain subset of interpretations. 
By Theorem 6 there are extremely poor program schemata on some interpretations. 
Therefore, there are extremely efficient optimization techniques on some inter- 
pretations for certain schemata. 
THF.OREM 6. For all S ~ PS  and all r: N --~ N, recursive, there is S' ~ PS  with 
S' ~ S, S ~1 S', such that (VI)(3]) with (i) and (ii). 
(i) p(S, I)  = p(S, J), 
(ii) r((S, J)) ~ I(S', J)!. 
For the proof it is useful to introduce the concept of "good interpretations." Good 
interpretations were used first by Garland and Luckham [3]. Certain schemata can 
simulate arithmetical computations as long as the interpretation is good. If the inter- 
pretation cannot be shown to be "sufficiently" good the computation diverges. This is 
a disadvantage for our purpose; therefore, we modify the original concept so that the 
schema stops if the interpretation is not "sufficiently" good. 
DEFINITION 13. Suppose h~{f ) "  j~N},  t~{t~x~i jcN},  w~_V. We call an 
interpretation I n-good (with respect o h, t, w), iff the sequence (tih/wt)~c ~coincides 
with the sequence 
for j :  : 0, 1 ..... n. (We write t, for l(t), etc.) 
We shall use the value h/w~ to encode the numberj  c- N. Figure 4 shows a program 
schema S o that diverges on I iff (Vn e N)I is n-good. The following assertion can be 
proved for S . .  
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Assertion. Suppose I~_T is such that block F2 has been left (2n + 1)-times via 
exit 1. Then there are n', i , j~  ~ with: n ~ i < j  ~ n', I is n'-good and t lh /wl  = 
t lh/W l ~ .~-. 
(We omit the elementary proof here.) After 2n + 1 iterations of block F 2 we know 
that / i s  n-good; thus, particularly, all the h/w I fo r j  ~-: 0, 1,..., n are pairwise different. 
But we know even more: It is possible to test effectively whether two registers contain 
the same value or not, if the values are in the set {h jw I ] 0 ~ j ~. n}. Suppose a and b 
are the register contents. Test, for i := 0, 1, 2,..., whether t lh/a --- tlhtib. I fa  v6 b, then 
this is violated for some i; otherwise we find k < m such that tth~a -~ tlhlkb - -  
tth1'~a =; tlhI"b : + .  Figure 5 shows part of a program schema that tests the contents 
of x I and x., for equality without destroying them. So, we can effectively test for 
equality, we can simulate setting a register to zero (x - -w) ,  and we can simulate 
adding I to a register (x -~ hx). These three operations are sufficient o compute any 
partial recursive function on a register machine. Since a register machine already 
57I]XZ/X-7 
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has a control like a program schema, it is easy to translate a register program into a 
a part of a program schema that simulates it. 
Proof of Theorem 6. Choose a re~ster machine M such that (Vx) T~l(x) ~ r(x) 
holds for the step-counting function T~ of M. (We assume that M has exactly one 
input register). The schema S' can be described as follows. Assume that the sets of 
used registers have been made disjoint by renaming. 
(1) Execute schema S. S' diverges if S diverges. Store the output. It will be the 
output of S', whenever S' stops. 
(2) This part computes the input value for the simulation of M, i.e., hjwl, 
where j = i(S, I)i. For this, first execute blocks F, and F2. Set z to zero by z ~ w. 
Append a second copy of S, where after every statement block F 2 is inserted twice 
and the statement z = hz is inserted. Whenever we come to exit 0 in F, or F~, 1 is 
not good enough, and S' stops. Otherwise at the conclusion we have hlJW~ in register z, 
and F~ has been executed (2./" + 1) times. 
(3) This part simulates machine M as long as I is good enough. For this, insert 
block F 2 twice after every statement in M and replace the original arithmetical 
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statements by the simulating subprogram schemata, as described above. The process 
stops if one leaves block F 2 by exit 0 or if the simulation stops. 
Since r is total, S '  stops whenever S stops with the same value as S. For every 
interpretation I there is a sufficiently good interpretation J that does exactly the same 
things on S as 1 does, and that is n-hood for all n ~ N. This is because h, t, and w 
do not appear in S. For this J we have r(I S, J ]) ~ ](S', J)l. s '  ~ s and S ~1 S'  
are obvious. Q.E.D. 
The use of new symbols h and t is not necessary, if S contains at least one function 
symbol and one test symbol, both not 0-ary. The simulation can then be performed 
in a similar way on that  part of D 1 that has not been used for the computation on S. 
In Theorems 3 and 6 we have constructed a schema S'  that is considerably worse 
than a given schema S with respect to the lengths of computations and satisfies S ~ S'  
and S ~1 S'. Thus, there is an optimization technique that transforms S'  into S. 
We shall show now that the condition ~1 may impede an optimization with respect 
to the lengths. There is a schema S'  that can be improved considerably with respect 
to the lengths but which is almost optimal if the condition ~t  must be satisfied. 
THEOREM 7. Let p: t~ --~ N 
S 1 ~ S z such that 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Proof. 
be any polynomial. There are $1, $2 ~ PS  with 
(31) i(S1, I)1 = n for infinitely many n, 
(W)P(i(S1, I)i) ~ ]($2 , I ) l ,  
($3 ~ S1, S a < 182) ~ (VI)I(Sz ,I)1 ~ 2 t(S3 , I ) l for  a l lS3ePS .  
Let Sa be the schema shown in Fig. 6. I f  we substitute the dotted box by T'  
we obtain a schema S 1' with SI'  ~ $1, $1' ~t  $1 ; similarly, with T" we obtain 
S~ - -  S t and S a <t  $1. But, and this is important, neither S t' ~t  $1 nor S~ ~1 $1'. 
S 2 will be a schema obtained by the method of Theorem 3 from S t that uses T'  for 
some I and T" for others, but which one is used depends on an additional decision 
procedure. This procedure will need at least one-half of all the operations and cannot 
be improved. We describe the construction of S 2 . Let S 4 be obtained from S t by 
substituting the part beginning with the dotted box by HALT(x).  Apply Theorem 3 
to S 4 and p '  with p'(x) = p(x + 3). Let S 4' ~ PS be the resulting schema. Let h be a 
function variable and s be a test variable, both unary, with h :A f, g and s @ t, p, q. 
Let u be a register, u @ x, y, let z be a finite memory for storing the values 0 and 1. 
Construct a new schema S 5 from S 4' as follows. Insert u = x and z = 0 directly 
after the start statement. 
Before every statement of S 4' insert the subroutine informally described by: 
u = h(u); if s(u) = +,  then z = z -[- 1 (mod 2). Insert this subroutine two more 
times before every halt statement. Suppose I($4' , I)1 = n - -  3 for some L The finite 
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memory of S~ contains 0 after the computation (S~, I) has stopped, iff the cardinality 
of {i ! 1 -~/i ~ n and slhj~xl = -;-) is even, and 1 otherwise. From S 5 we construct S( .  
We replace every halt statement in S~ by the regular end of S t beginning with the 
dotted box. But we replace the dotted box by T' i fz contains 0 and by T" i fz  contains 1. 
S 2' contains identity assignments and finite memory operations. Let $2 ~ PS be the 
corresponding schema without additional devices. Clearly we have S 2 ~ S 1 , and (i) 
and (ii) hold. Suppose ]($2, I)[ ~ 3n. Then the decision whether T' or T" is used 
depends on at least the first n values slh/xI, i - -  1, 2, 3,..., n. Thus at least 2n 
operations are needed to perform these tests. Suppose S 3 =-~ S 1 and S 3 41 S~. Let us 
stud}' the order of the operations (p, xt) and (q, xt) in p(S2, I) and p(S3, I) for some 
free interpretation I. At least one of these operations must appear in each of the 
sequences ince S z ~ S a and we must know whether x - -gx must be executed. 
Suppose (p, x,) appears first in p(S2, I). In this case (p, xz) also appears first in p(Sz, I). 
For, assume that (q, xt) appears first in p(S3, I). Change I into J such that (p, xj) = -- 
and J coincides with I otherwise. For this J, (q, xj) does not appear in o(So, J) but 
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appears in p(Sz, J), contradicting S 3 ~<1 $2. Similarly, (q, xl) appears first in p(S3, I)  
iff it appears first in p(S 2 , 1). From this we deduce the following. Suppose 3n - -  2 ~< 
I(Sa, I)] ~ 3n. In the sequence p(Sa, 1) one of the terms (p, xl) and (q, xl) must 
appear. Which one appears first cannot be decided before all the slhzix~ with 1 ~< i ~< n 
have been checked. For this at least 2n operations are necessary; thus, 2n -}- 2 
I(S~, I)1. From this it follows that [($2, I)1 ~< 2 [($3, I)[. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 7 can be improved in two ways. The factor 2 in (iii) can be replaced by 
(1 ~- a) with 0 < a < 1. For this insert the above subroutine not only once but k times 
for a sufficiently large h. I f  we take Theorem 6 instead of Theorem 3 for the proof, 
conditions (i) and (iii) remain unchanged and (ii) becomes as strong as in Theorem 6. 
Thus, the condition ~1 prevents a considerable improvement in the lengths of 
computations. By Theorem 6 the lengths of computations for two equivalent schemata 
are not necessarily polynomial related, and there is no other, more rapidly increasing 
recursive funct ionf  so that they are ':f-related." Is there a pair of equivalent schemata 
such that the lengths of computations are not recursively related ?Theorem 8 gives the 
answer. 
THEOREM 8. For all S 1 , S 2 ~ PS  with S 1 ~ S 2 there is a total recursive function 
c: N ~ N with 
(Vn)(VI) I($1, I)r ~< n ~ l (&, Z)l < c(n)). 
A program for c can be computed from S 1 and $2. 
Proof. We give a short outline. Suppose S 1 ~ $2 9 
(i) Le tK~ ./with ]($1, K)I < oo be given. Define M K :=  { Je  ]1A(S1, K) = 
A(S1, J)}. So M x consists of all free interpretations that differ from K only in unim- 
portant parts with respect o S 1 . We show: (3k ~ N)(VJ ~ MK) [($2, J)[ < k. For this, 
unwind S 2 into an infinite tree and select only those paths that can be defined by some 
J E MK. Suppose there are arbitrarily long paths in this tree. Then, by K6nig's lemma, 
there is an infinite path, which implies the existence of some J EM K with 
I(Sz, J)l -- oo. But this contradicts ]($1, J)l < 0o and S 1 ~ S 2 . 
(ii) We show now how for this K the number k can be computed. For every n 
one can check whether there is J~  QI n MK with [(S~, J)[ ~> n. Now search k ~ N 
such that (V J~Qln  MK)[(S~, J)l ;~ k. Thus, (V JeQIc~ MK)1($2, J)l < k. Since 
(V Is  Mx)(](S2 ,I)[ < oo ~ (3 ]eQIn  Mx) [ (S  z ,I)[ = 1($2, J)]), we have 
(v je  MK) I(&, J)l < k. 
The search for k is successful, by (i). 
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(iii) Let n c ~ be given. There are only finitely many sequences ~($1, I )  with 
I(S1, I)[ ~ n. So we need consider only finitely many classes K i ,  i ---- 1,..., m. Define 
c(n) :=  Max{k/[ i = I,..., m). Q.E.D. 
We have already mentioned that well-known program optimization techniques that 
work on the control structure of the programs yield better programs in the sense ~ l  9 
For the proof of the last theorem we need a special, probably not formerly mentioned, 
optimization technique. The idea is to avoid repeated evaluation of some fixed 
element in the same way. 
THEOREM 9. Suppose S e PS  and w = [ f (q  ,..., t~)] e D I . Then there is S' e PS, 
S' ~ S, S' 41 S, such that for all I ~ J, p( S', I) can be obtained from p( S, I) by leaving 
out all terms (f, ([t~],..., [t~.])) up to the first one. S' can be constructed effectively from S 
and w. 
Proof. First we observe that there is only one way to compute w from the input 
values for free interpretations L Let us call the intermediate values "subvalues" of w. 
(Example: w = [g(f(v), u)]; then [u], [v], [f(v)], and w itself are the subvalues 
ofw.) 
The set W of subvalues of w is finite. A new program schema S' with an additional 
register and an additional finite memory is constructed. The finite memory stores for 
every register of S', and for every stage of the computation the indication of which 
element of W is contained in it or that none of these values is contained in it. This 
knowledge makes it possible to avoid repeated evaluations of w. S' can be constructed 
from S through removing the finite memory by state splitting. This is a standard 
construction. So we explain only the construction of S in more detail. 
Suppose S has the registers vI . . . .  , v M . Schema S' has an additional register v 0 and 
a register z for storing one of the states of B, where 
B = (W U {,}){~o ....... M}. 
S has normal statements and also statements of the form (z = b, then k) (assignment) 
and (if b, then k, else m) (test) for b ~ B. Suppose z contains b e B. Then b(vi) ~ W 
means b(vi) is or should be contained in register vi,  b(vl) = * means no element of W 
is contained in vi at this moment (i = 0, 1,..., M). Consider S to be written as a flow 
diagram. Every statement of S is replaced by another statement as follows. 
I. Start statement. 
START(v~ ,..., vrj) 
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is replaced by 
where b ~ B is defined by 
b(v,,~) ~ [v,,J 
fo rm ~0,1  .... ,M .  
2. Assignment statement. 
START(vr  1 ,..., vr~) 
z~b,  
if [%,] ~ W and m ~{r 1 .... , r~), 
otherwise, 
--~ V~ = f (Vr l  .... .  Vrj ) ~ n 
is replaced by the concatenation of the blocks 
t Case I :--~ vq = f(v~l ..... v~j) --~ n, 
z=b ? +,z=CtCase i i : _~n,  
for all b ~ B. The last " - - "  exit can go to an arbitrary statement, because it can never 
be used. The decision between Case I and Case I I  is given below. For every b ~ B the 
numbers  1 ,..., sj are defined by 
sk ~ r1~ if b(vr.) =/= w, 
fo rk  ---- 1 .... , j .  
0 otherwise, 
The number  q and the new state c are computed as follows. 
(2.1) There is k ~ {1,...,j} with b(v%) ~ W. Then Case I applies with 
q=p,  c(v,) = . ,  c(v, , , )=b(vm) fo rm =0,  I ..... p - - l ,p+l  ..... M. 
(2.2) [uk] :=  b(v~,) ~ Wfor  k = l , . . . , j .  Define u by u = [ f (u  1 .... , uj)]. 
(2.2.1) u ~ W. Case I applies with q and c defined as in (2.1). 
(2.2.2) u ~ W - -  {w}. Case I applies with q = p, c(v,) = u, 
e(v,,~)~b(v,,,) for m = 0, I .... ,p - - l ,p+l , . . . ,M .  
(2.2.3) u ----- w. 
(2.2.3.1) b(vo) = *. Case I applies with q = O, c(vo) ~ w, 
c(v,) = w, c(v,,) -~ b(v,,) for m = 1, 2,..., p - -  1, p + I,..., M. 
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(2.2.3.2) 
3. Test  s tatement .  
b(v0) @ *. Case I I applies with c(v~) = w,  c(vm) = b(vm), 
vorm = 0, 1 , . . . ,p -  1,p + 1,..., M. 
--* if t(vr~ .... , %.j) + , n 1 
~2 
is replaced by the concatenation of the blocks 
z = b ? . + ,  t(v~. ,..., v~)  + ~ n 1 
n2 
for all b E B. The last " - - "  exit goes to an arbitrary statement. The numbers 1 ,..., s~. 
are defined as in Statement 2. 
4. Ha l t  s tatement .  
--+ HALT(vr l  ..... Vrj) 
is replaced by the concatenation of the blocks 
z = b +---~ HALT(v81 ..... vs~) 
for all b ~ B. The last " - - "  exit goes to an arbitrary statement. The numbers 1 ,...,  s~ 
are defined as in Statement 2. 
This ends the description of the construction of S. Whenever w is required it is 
taken from v 0 . Whenever an assignment has been made the finite memory goes into 
its new state c. I f  w is computed for the first time, then it is stored in register v o ; 
otherwise the repeated computation is skipped, but the information that w should be 
in v~ is stored in the finite memory. The schema S '  obtained from S has the desired 
properties. Q.E.D. 
It should be mentioned that S'  usually has many more states than S, but the same 
number of registers. By a similar construction, assignment statements of the form 
vi = vj can be avoided without adding registers. This is a stronger esult than that 
in [3], where additional registers are required. 
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The optimization method of Theorem 9 does not seem to be very efficient, since 
in general it yields many more statements and therefore will probably not be 
practical to use. But it indicates the possibility of a speedup for program schemata. 
I f  we could find a program schema S O with an infinite number of values w so that 
Theorem 9 applied to S O and w yields a considerably better program schema, then by 
applying the optimization again and again we could find better and better schemata. 
S O is a candidate for a schema with a speedup. This idea underlies the following 
speedup theorem. For programs, the famous speedup theorem says that for every 
recursive function r there is a function f having an r-speedup; that is, for every program 
for f there is an r-better program for f. If there is a speedup theorem for program 
schemata, the function r must at least be bounded by a polynomial. This follows 
directly from our previous theorems. The speedup theorem presented here is somewhat 
weaker (see [1 l]). 
THEOREM 10. (qs o ~ PS) (VS G PS, S ~ So) (~S'  ~ PS, S' ~ So, S' 41 S) 
(3r: ~ -+ ~ recursive, nondecreasing, unbounded) 
(vI )  I (S ' , / ) l  ~< I(S,I) l  - r(l(S,I)l). 
Furthermore, S' and a program for r can be found effectively. 
Proof. Figure 7 shows the program schema S O . For simplicity we also use 
statements v = w. By definition they do not affect the complexity and could be 
avoided. By Theorem I it is sufficient to consider only free interpretations. S o is 
constructed such that (S o , I) diverges, iff 
i v = l - f~  = k' 3i/'~ := Pi([f ( )], [gk(v)]) + for i < k, 
arbitrary otherwise, 
for all i, k ~ ~. The schema computes and tests the 3~k in the following order: 
(~?0; 871, 11. ~i ,'", in the kth line 8~, ~1~,-.., ~I~kk, and so on. The tests proceed line by line, 
where line k --  1 is used as a counter for the checks in line k. Define 
r~ k :=  (p, ([fi(v)], [g~(v)])) 
for all i, k c N and I ~ ]. Since the tests proceed line by line, after line k is finished 
the value [if(v)] has been computed (k --  i + 1)-times if 1 ~ i ~ k. Therefore, 
S O can be improved, by Theorem 9, by choosing for w any [if(v)]. Then Theorem 9 
can be applied once more with w = [f(~)(v)], j @ i, and so on. 
In this way we can obtain better and better schemata. It remains to show that 
every S E PS  with S ~ S O can be improved for a similar reason. The schema S will 
probably not test line by line as S O does. But in our assertion we show with Theorem 8 
that there is an increasing recursive function d such that after d(n) steps all the tests V~ 
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with i ~ n must have been performed. So, all the values [fi(v)] with 0 ~ i ~< n are 
needed in the time interval (n, d(n)]. Repeating the same argument with dJ(n) instead of 
n, we conclude that in each of the time intervals (dJ(n), dJ+1(n)] all of the values 
[fi(v)] with 0 ~ i ~ n are needed. If S has q ~ n registers, then at least one of the 
values [fi(v)] cannot be stored from one time interval to the other and must be 
evaluated once more. Since we cannot know this value, we simply apply the 
method of Theorem 9 to all of the values [f*(v)] with 0 ~ i ~ n and obtain a faster 
schema in any case. We give now a more formalized proof. 
Assertion. (VS, S ~ S0)(gd: N --+ N, recursive)(V/~ ])(Vi, n e N, i ~ n)(gk, n < 
k ~< a(n))(l(s, t)E ~> d(n) ~/ , "  = o(S, I)(k)). 
Proof. There are el, e 2 ~ • with the following property. I f  for some i, h 6 [M, 
i ~ k ~ n the value ~k does not satisfy the divergence condition, then [(So, I)t 
eln z d- e2 9 Let S E PS,  S ~ So,  be given. Let c be the function from Theorem 8 with 
(vi)(w)([(So, z ) /~ z :~ I(s,-OI < c(i)). 
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Define d by d(n) :=  c(eln 2 + e2). This function satisfies the assertion: Suppose to the 
contrary that there is I E j with [(S, I)1 >/d(n) but for some j and n with j ~ n and 
for all k with n < k ~ d(n), ~ =/= p(S, I)(k). Then the computation (S, I)  does not 
depend on 3~ n until step d(n). Change I into J such that 3~ does not satisfy the 
divergence condition of S O and that J coincides with I otherwise, i.e., define ~n = _ 
i f j  < n and 3~  = + i f j  = n. We have p(S, I)(k) -~ p(S, J)(k) for all k ~ d(n). On 
the other hand we have defined J such that (So, J)] ~ eln2+ e 2 which implies 
implies ](S, J)[ < c(eln ~ + e2) = d(n), a contradiction. Therefore there is a k ~ d(n). 
Clearly n < k, since [gn(v)] has to be computed first. This proves the assertion. 
Notice that d(n) > 2n follows from the assertion. 
Now, suppose S has q registers. In each of the time intervals (d;(q), dJ+l(q)] all the 
values [f~(v)] for 0 ~ i ~ q are needed for every free interpretation I whenever 
[(S, I)[ ~ dJ+l(q). Therefore, in each of these intervals one of these (q + 1) values 
has to be evaluated once more because there are only q registers for storing inter- 
mediate values. The application of Theorem 9 to the values [v], [f(v)] ..... [fq(v)] 
yields a faster schema S'. If [(S,I)] >/d~(q) then ](S',I)[ + j  ~ ](S,I)[. Define r by 
r(n) :=  max{j [ dJ(q) ~ n} where max(~)  :=  0. The function r is recursive, non- 
decreasing, and unbounded. ](S,I)] = n implies ](S,I)[ ~ n ) dr~")(q); therefore, 
](S', I)[ + r(n) ~ [(S, I)l, which proves the theorem. Q.E.D. 
Theorem 10 is different from the classical speedup theorem, for various reasons. 
It does not say "for all r"  but only "there is r." Because of the property d(n) > 2n 
we have r(n) < log n for n ) 1. These are disadvantages. But on the other hand S o is 
very simple, and probably most of the iterative program schemata have a speedup. 
The speedup of Theorem 10 is effective, while this is usually not the case for programs. 
To obtain the better speedups for programs, we have to make use of the intrinsic 
properties of the basic operations of the programs. The proof of Theorem 10 depends 
essentially on the fact that every program schema S E PS  can use only a finite, fixed 
number of registers. Let PS(c) be the class of program schemata with counters; that, 
is the control is not a finite automaton but a counter machine. 
It is easy to show that Theorems 8-10 can be generalized to this case. Since we know 
very little about the schema S, we know very little about the function r. Because of 
Theorems 6 and 8, r cannot be bounded from below by some recursive r '  for all S 
in this proof. But S 0 can be modified such that at least for certain interpretations 
r(n) >/ni l  k "-- q for some k, q e N. A detailed proof will be given in a technical report. 
Chandra [10] proved a stonger speedup theorem with respect o ~0.  The rseult 
can be formulated as follows. 
(aSo)(VS ~ So)(as' ~ So)(am ~ ~)(VI) I(S', i) l  ~ l(s, I)11-:'-;'' + m. 
The schema So, for example, has a logarithmic "almost everywhere" speedup with 
respect o the lengths. Since for all ~ > O, log x ~ x(1 --  x -~) for sufficiently large 
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x, we have [(S',I)I ~ [ (S , I ){ -  log({(S,I)]) whenever ](S,I){ is sufficiently large. 
But there is no obvious way to generalize Chandra's proof such that S'  satisfies 
S'  41S .  
CONCLUSION 
In Section 1 we introduced sequences p(S, I) and called them complexities. We also 
defined two binary relations ~0 and ~1 on PS. S 1 ~o $2, if for all interpretations the 
number of operations on S 1 is less or equal to the number of operations on S 2 . 
$1 41 $2, if for all interpretations/,  p(S1, I) is a subsequence of p(S2, I). We showed 
that S 1 ~ S 2 , iff for every "computer" S1 runs faster than S 2 , but there are schemata 
S 1 , S 2 with S 1 ~<0 $2 such that it depends on the "computer" whether S 1 or $2 is 
faster. So the relation ~<1 meets much more our intuition of "faster" for program 
schemata than the relation 40 ,  although the latter seems to be the best one at first 
glance. In Section 2 we showed that the relations 40 and ~<~ are not recursively 
enumerable, a result that is not very surprising. In the next theorems we studied the 
possibilities and limitations of program schema optimization techniques. A program 
schema cannot be extremely poor on all interpretations, but only on some. We 
showed in Theorem 7 that a program schema may be very poor with respect o ~<0 
but rather good with respect o ~1,  thus demonstrating once more the difference 
between these two relations. Finally, by Theorem 10 there are schemata that have no 
equivalent minimal schema. 
While for Ianov schemata many questions have been solved [13], for iterative 
schemata nd other generalizations of Ianov schemata many questions are unsolved. 
Therefore, this paper should not be considered a final report but rather should 
demonstrate hat interesting results can be expected in this field. 
We add a list of more or less concrete open questions. 
1. Is there a modification of Theorem 10 such that r does not depend on S ? 
2. If  the first question can be answered positively, how much may r increase in the 
best case, logarithmically, linearly, or even polynomial ? The answers may differ for 
~<0 and ~<1- 
3. By Theorems 6 and 7 there might be a considerable speedup for some inter- 
pretations (the good ones), analog to the speedup for programs. 
4. We did not consider the program schema size so far. Are there general results 
about program schema size optimization ? There might be some trade-off between 
speed and size. 
5. How should the relations 40 and ~<1 be generalized to the case of program 
schemata with additional devices such as counters, arrays, etc. ? If we accept some 
reasonable definitions, there are more questions. 
6. We know that a counter in a program schema does not help with respect o the 
computational power. But how much does it help with respect o the speed ?
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7. We have already mentioned that our Theorem 10 can be generalized to schemata 
with countercontrol,  if we neglect the counter operations for the complexity. How 
much can Theorem 10 be improved in this case ? 
8. Our framework should give a tool for comparing different evaluation methods 
for recursive schemata. 
9. I f  we choose some fixed evaluation methods for recursive schemata, we can again 
ask for speedup and slowdown. 
10. Especially in the case of the linear monadic schemata there is hope of finding 
some positive results. 
i l .  The  situation changes if we allow interpretations with partial functions and 
tests. The  possibilities of constructing new schemata re rather restricted. 
12. The  definitions and theorems presented in this paper might suggest new 
approaches to the study of the computational complexity of computable operators 
and oracle machines. 
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